ABSTRACT
have made the programming of process-interaction models popular. These diagrams are flowcharts which show the movements of the entities, usually the jobs, through the various operations of the system. Cota and Sargent introduced a new version of the process world view (Cots and Sargent 1992) and control flow graphs (Cots and Sargent 1989) as a means for its graphical representation. Although introduced as a conceptional tool for developing parallel simulation algorithms, they are a useful representation of simulation models.
A control flow graph model is represented by an directed graph where the nodes depict various states of the model and the edges the event transitions.
The DEVS formallsm (Zeigler 1976 (Zeigler ,1984 (Zeigler ,1990 being the system theoretic formalism for modular, hierarchical discrete event modeling and simulation has been extended by Praehofer (Praehofer 1991a , 1991b , Pichler and Schwaertzel 1992 tc) facilitate combined discrete/continuous multiformalism modeling and simulation.
The DE VandDESS ,formalism, coming into being by a combination of the DEVS and the dtfferentzal equatton specified system formalism (DESS), allows the construction of atomic and hierarchically coupled combined models. In the DEVS formalism and its DEVandDESS multiformallism extension, atomic model specification is organized around various phases which denote global system states. Actually, the different phases of a model represent a partitioning of the state space of the system into mutual exclusive blocks where the different blocks identify qualitatively differing system behaviors. In combined modeling, the phases can be used to associate different derivatives with different phases and the phase transitions mean a change from one derivative to another.
Oeren (1991) termed such an modeling approach mult imodeling. Fishwick (1991) and Fishwick and Zeigler (1992) (Harel 1987 (Harel , 1988 In section 3 we discuss graphical representations of DEVSbased models and show how higraphs are used advantageously to achieve compact representations. In section 4 we present our CLIM realized modeling tool. Zeigler (Zeigler 1976 (Zeigler , 1984 (Zeigler , 1990 The DEVandDESS coupled model formalism facilitates modular, hierarchical coupling of components which can be either of the discrete, continuous, or combined type. Analogous to DEVS, coupling of the components of different types is done simply by connecting their output and input ports. Couplings from discrete outputs to continuous inputs are allowed. In such a coupling, the event outputs are interpreted as piecewise constant, i.e., an event output determines a constant output value until the next event. However, a coupling from a continuous port to a discrete port is not allowed since the continuous trajectory would imply an infinite number of external state transitions.
State Space Phase Partitioning in DEVSBased Modeling
Conventional discrete event modeling approaches and simulation languages emphasize the concept of event, activity or process and de-emphasize the concept of state.
The DEVS formalism, however, originating from the systems theory background, emphasize the notion of state. In the DEVS formalism an atomic model dynamic behavior specification is organized around the phase variable which denotes some sort of global state the system stays in. Depending on the current phase of the system, it will react differently to external inputs and occurrence of internal events. In appendix A we show a model of a preemptive server which is structured along different phases. The model is either idle, or busy with a low priority job ( busyLP), or busy with a high priority job ( busyHP), or it may service a high priority job but a low priority job may be preempted.
Depending on the current phase, the reaction to external inputs and internal events differs. In DEVS modeling, the phase actually defines a partition of the state space of the model, i.e., the different phases indicate different, mutual exclusive blocks of the state space.
So, in the preemptive server model, the phase idle represents that subset of the state space containing that single discrete state, where both queues, the queues with low priority jobs and high priority jobs, are empty. The phase busyLP now represents that possible infinite subset where no high priority job is in the system but there is at least one low priority job. Similarly, the phases preempted and busyHP define the subsets of states wlhere there are high priority jobs and a low priority has been and has not been preempted.
In combined DEVandDESS modeling these issues are getting even clearer. Here the phase variables often are used to define the partition of the continuous state space or they are used to define the systems current discrete input value. In any case the phase transitions are done by discrete event transitions and signify a qualitative change in the dynamic behavior of a multtmodel. The transitions are either external when the phases depend on the input, time scheduled when they depend on particular times, or state event when they depend on particular values of the the continuous state space. Let us clarify these issues by considering two similar simple models, viz. a vehicle with a stick operated transmission system and a vehicle with a rudimentary automatic. transmission system which changes gears at particular speeds only. The phases of the system obviously are given by the different gears which determine different system behaviors.
In the model of the hand-operated system, the gears are determined from outside. Thus the phase transitions are determined by the external transition function.
In the model of the automatic system, however, the gear changes occur when the speed reaches certain thresholds.
The phase transitions are modeled by state events in the state event transition function. The different gears are directly associated to certain subsets of the continuous speed variable as depicted in figure 1. Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional system of a pot which can be heated and cooled, filled and emptied (see Praehofer, Bichler and Zeigler (1993) for a more detailed description of the system and for event-based control of the system).
The A time scheduled internal event is executed when the time advance value has elapsed. The conditions c)f the internal event edges starting at the current phase node are tested. The transition edge whose condition evaluates to true and with the highest priority value is executed, i.e., the next phase is entered as given by the edge, the next state values are assigned to the state variables, and the output events are generated. Upon the occurrence of an input event, the external transition edges are tested. The transition edge with the appropriate input port and the condition evaluating to true is selected and executed. Figure 4 (Harel 1987) . Figure 5 shows a state transition diagram of the pot model represented in figure 2 with the state phase partitioning given in figure 3 . One sees that already for this quite simple example, the diagram gets quite complex. All the possible combinations of the two phase variables have to be represented explicitly with all the possible transitions between each other. This leads to a lot of redundancy in event transition specification.
In our example the state event transitions for the temperature and the level dimension are independent from each other and therefore could be specified independently.
The input events, however, do not depend on the phases at all and only effect the derivative functions.
But in the flat diagram all the transitions from every node have to be specified explicitly.
The derivatives for the temperature and the level are all the same expect the phase hot. But to allow changing derivatives for different phases, we have to give the derivative to each phase node explicitly.
To solve this problem, Harel (1987 Harel ( , 1988 (Harel 1988 ) are a general extension of conventional graph representations by introducing means for representation of (1) set enclosure, exclusion and intersection and (2) the Cartesian product. This haa been accomplished by exploiting the area of the diagram similar to the well-known concept of Venn diagrams. Higraphs have a lot of potential applications and have advantageously been employed for the siatechart visual formalism for specification of complex reactive systems (Harel 1987) which is the basis for the Statemate design environment (Harel et al 1990) . Our application to the specification of DEVS-diagrams is similar to statecharts, however, differs from it in the way transitions are specified and in further details.
In higraph-based representations, atomic-blobs in the form of rectangular shapes are used to represent basic mutual exclusive sets. In our application, atomic-blobs are used to represent the basic phases which are the blocks, i.e., mutual exclusive subsets, of the state set partitioning.
They correspond to the nodes in our DEVS-diagram approach above. Atomic-blobs now can be clustered to compound blobs. A cluster-blob, called or-blob in the sequel, merely is the union of the atomic-blobs it encloses within its contour. This enclosure is a union operation and not a membership operation. With that, arbitrary combinations of atomic-blobs can be
built. An or-blob forms a more abstract concept and can be used to represent equivalence relations of atomic-blobs in respect to a particular edge. An edge originating from an or-blob means that this edge applies equivalently for all the atomic-blobs enclosed in the or-blob. Figure 6 shows a higraph-based version of the DEVS diagram of the preemptive server model. As can be seen, an input event at port inLP has the same behavior for phases busyLP, busyHP and preempted. Therefore, the respective external event edge originates from an or-blob enclosing exactly these three phases which means that the transition applies if the system is in the busyLP, busyHP or preempted
phase. An input event at port tnHP will show the same reaction in the busyHP and preempted phase but a different in the busyLP phase. An or-blob with phases busyHP and preempted is the origin of the respective external event edge. Similarly, equivalent internal transitions are observed in phases To represent the Cartesian product, the statespace with several dimensions is combined in one big blob -called and-blob -which is then divided into several or-blobs separated by dashed lines. The orblobs making up the and-blob represent the different dimensions of the Cartesian product. The andblob now is not longer made up by the union of the atomic-blobs it contains but is made up by the product of the atomic-blobs of each dimension. That is, the atomic-blobs for each dimension exist in parallel. The product of the 3 atomic-blobs for each dimension make up the 3 times 3 is 9 possible phase configurations seen in the original diagram ojf of figure   5 . The state event transitions for these two dimensions can be represented independently.
The external input events do not effect the phase transitions and therefore can be specified at the outmost blob. The derivatives for the continuous states applying for all phases expect the hot phase, should be specified for the outmost blob. Special derivatives then can be specified for the hot phase which, in our semantic of DEVS-diagrams, overwrites the general specification. All in all, this results in a remarkable reduction of the diagrams complexity.
Also it should be recognized that the blob diagram is a very good and compact representation of the possible partitioning of the state space of the system with the atomic-blobs being the most granular units. CLIM is a portable, powerful, high level user interface management system toolkit intended for Common Lisp / CLOS software developers.
[t acts as an abstract, high-level generic layer that provides a consistent interface across a large set of hosts and allows achieving the look and feel of the target host system without implementing it directly and without using the low-level implementation language of the host system. CLIM is based on the object oriented concepts provided by CLOS. But in contrast to conventional object-oriented systems, CLIhl also brings object oriented programming to the surface, to the user interface itself. A CLIM program is organized around three object types, viz. the applzcatzon objects which are the internal objects building up the application, the dwplay ob]ects which serve as graphical, on-screen This combined graphical and textual specifications can be translated into a running atomic model ready to be simulated within the STIMS environment.
Special emphasis haa been put on the program for the graphical, interactive development of DEVSdiagrams.
The placing of the atomic-blobs and andblobs is done by the user with the mouse. Or-blobs can be placed by the user if top down development of blob structures is desired. But, or-blobs also can be placed and layouted automatically when bottom-up modeling is required. The atomic-blobs which should be clustered have to be selected, a contour which encloses all these atomic-blobs but excludes all the other atomic-blobs is created automatically. To specify the edges, one has to give the starting point and the end point of the edge which haa to be on a blob contour. The edge itself is laid automatically using a heuristic approach so that overlapping of edges is avoided.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We presented the DEVS-diagram method and tool for graphical representation of DEVS-ba.sed models which is based on state space phase partitioning and the higraph extension of conventional graph representations.
As haa been shown, DEVS-based models advantageously are depicted using a state transition diagram.
Also, it has been shown that the higraphbased version of the DEVS-diagram representation leads to a remarkable reduction of the diagrams complexity.
An CLIM implemented interactive tool for interactive DEVS-based atomic model specification has been presented.
However, this first implementation is still a prototype needing further maturation. 
